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Which documents are needed for registration? 
 
A  Documents needed for foreign students temporarily living in NL 

(expats): 

 a copy of the student’s foreign passport 

 a copy of the students registration with the municipality in the town/city he/she is 

residing in the Netherlands 

 copies of the last two years’ academic reports cards 

 letter stating that at least one parent is temporarily working in the Netherlands 

B  Documents needed for Dutch students returning from abroad: 

 a copy of the student’s Dutch passport 

 a copy of the students registration(re-entry) with the municipality in the town/city 

he/she is residing in the Netherlands 

 copies of the last two years’ academic reports cards 

 a letter from the parent or parent’s employer to state that the family lived abroad due to 

one or both of the parents jobs. 

C  Documents needed for Dutch students planning on moving abroad: 
For parents working for a company (Dutch or foreign) 

 a copy of the student’s Dutch passport 

 copies of the last two years’ academic reports cards 

 cito information where relevant 

 a letter from the parent’s employer to indicate that the parent plans on working abroad 

within the next two years, plans to remain there for at least two years and stating that the 

student will live abroad with the parent. 

For parents who own their own company 

 a copy of the student’s Dutch passport 

 copies of the last two years’ academic reports cards 

 cito information where relevant 

 a letter from the parents to indicate that the parent plans on working abroad within the 

next two years, plans to remain there for at least two years and stating that the student 

will live abroad with the parent. 

D  Students from the Dutch National Curriculum for the Diploma Programme 
For the Diploma Programme (age 17-18) 

 VWO4 transfer report (overgangsbewijs) 

 Proof of sufficient ability of the English language. (an entrance test at the ISAlmere will 

suffice) 


